
 

Pharaoh Cleopatra Em portugues the game The pharaoh of Egypt, Cleopatra, will come alive in this educational card game. This card game greatly benefits children who are trying to learn or reinforce vocabulary skills listed on the back of each card. As players dive into this Egyptian-themed game, they'll build vocabulary while playing an entertaining and engaging board game. This is a great way for
kids who are learning new words to have fun while building their fluency! This post consists of 3 sections with 6 paragraphs in total. The paragraphs are numbered 1-6. After the 6th paragraph, there is a list of the words used in the game. 1. Description of game: The game can be played by 2 - 6 players, ages 4 and up. The game consists of 42 word cards, 6 vocabulary cards, 6 Egyptian cards and 6
Pyramids cards. It also includes an instruction booklet. Players roll the dice to see which pyramid they will play that turn or if their dice say "Egyptian", then they get to choose that Pyramid card. Each student has 7 different colored counters (red, yellow, green, purple, blue, white and black) . If you roll doubles on your turn you get to go again 2 . Rules: 1. On their turn every player goes through the
following actions: 2. After each student has finished their turn, they can either say what color they are or if they got doubles on their roll, then they just return back to base and start again. 3. If a student says a number of a different color than theirs, he gets to take all of those counters from himself and put them in his pile, but it should be the other player's turn next time around. 4. If a student does not
have any counters left, he goes back to the start and starts off again. 5. If a student rolls doubles on their turn, they get to go again and then it will be the next player's turn when the person who has double rolls them when it is not his or her turn. 3 . VOCABULARY CARDS: The vocabulary cards are in English on one side and in portuguese on the other side. In this game, we used these cards for our
school project, so we did not use them in the actual game play. 4 . EGYPTIAN CARDS: The Egyptian cards are used during the game play to set the stage. They are also very helpful in explaining how some rules work during game play. The cards are also very easy to understand, so there is no confusion for the students or teachers. 5 . PYRAMIDS CARDS: The Pyramids cards are used to help players
move around on their next turn. The moves of the game help players know which pyramid they need to go to on their next turn. 6 .
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